Overview: The Executive Advisor Board Committee (for the IDSc Department) suggested the creation of an internet web site for the IDSc Department. The web site was designed and developed by students with faculty involvement. The web site is currently in a beta status ready to go-live in the Spring Semester of 2010.

**Mission Statement:** The MIS internet web site is intend to be an integration point for user to access information on numerous resources related to the IDSc Department at the Carlson School of Management.

- What is the MIS Web Site: an integrator of links to both internal and external content.
- Who use the site: candidates (undergraduate & graduate), students, alumni, interested companies and faculty.
- When, Spring of 2010
- How the site is maintained by a student with faculty oversight. Content contributions will be solicited regularly from all constituents.

**Vision Statement:** The MIS Web Site will serve to meet multiple objectives.

- This site will be a supplement to the existing / official CSOM IDSc Department web pages not a replacement. Specifically designed for users requiring specialized content.
- The site will leverage the existing Edge (recruiting) software currently used by the Carlson School Placement Office for resumes and employment opportunities.
- An integrator web site with multiple streams of content useful for improved communication by candidates, students, companies and faculty.
- A centralized location of all current content available related to the IDSc Department:
  - Faculty information
  - Company internship and job opportunities
  - Departmental research
  - Undergraduate and graduate student contact information
  - Interested company information
  - Forums for Q & A, suggestions, etc.
  - National rankings and citations
  - MIS position descriptions
  - Link to Club MIS
  - Upcoming events